The partners of **RRIStart** will share the vision and the results of the **Horizon 2020** project in an interactive dialogue with the innovators of the **Maker Faire**

Learn how to implement responsibility in your startup to increase its social, economic, political and research value

**Grow your own business with an RRI based model!**

**Join the Talk**

**“Make it Responsible: Make it Better!”**

**Friday October 20 from 5:00 to 6:00p.m.**

in person at **Fiera di Roma**, Via Portuense, 1645, 00148 Roma
Area Talk Pad 3 MAKE

streaming at the link [https://uniroma1.zoom.us/j/81704408108](https://uniroma1.zoom.us/j/81704408108)

The project will be exposed for the duration of the fair from **20 to 22 October**, Pad 6 RESEARCH
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